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THERE  Is NO  EVIDENCE  of any personal contact  between Richard Duke of
Gloucester and the Low Countries in the period 1461 to 1470, although  there
was no  lack  of  contact  in general between  England  and Burgundy. He does
figure, however, in the  wild  marriage schemes of Warwick and Louis XI  that
would  have  wedded.him to the  King of France’s second daughter, Jeanne,
and  given  him Holland, Sealand  and Brabant as her dowry. These provinces
would have been the  leavings  of  Burgundy’s  lands  after an English-French
alliance had  exterminated Philip the Good and his son and France had  taken

er ick.l
I{Whatever was  behind  Louis  XI’s  dreams '(he may only have been  trying

to create an atmosphere of suspicion in Anglo-Burgundian relations), mutual
diplomatic visits  between  England and  Burgundy continued  and reached a
climax in the dramatic tournament  between  Anthony, the Great Bastard of
Burgundy, and  Anthony Woodville, King Edward’s brother-in-law, at
Smithfield, London in June  1467.

Though  the Bastard was  visited  at the Bishop of Salisbury’s  house  in
Chelsea by George of Clarence — who  also  was one of  Anthony Woodville’s
helmet-bearers at the  start  of the actual combat2 — no  mention  is made of his
younger brother.  Nothing may be  concluded  from  this, except  that  he was too
young to play any part worthy of  being recorded by one of the four
eye-witnesses  whose accounts are  still  extant.

While the Burgundians were in England, Philip the Good died and they
hastily returned  home.  With  the  next  generation now in power, Burgundy
was no longer able to keep a  foot  in both  English  camps of York and
Lancaster and  openly allied  itself for the  time being with  Edward.  A thirty
year truce was  concluded  and, after some  delay, a  marriage  treaty between
the new Duke Charles and Edward’s sister, Margaret. In all the reparations
and festivities surroundin  this wedding (at Damme  3  July 1468  Richard of
Gloucester is not named or played no part), presumably because he was  still
at his education under  Warwick’s  aegis, in the North of England.

The new commercial settlement — part of the thirty year truce —
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between England and Burgundy, made England  less dependent on the Hanse
and more careless of her  good  relations with  that  organisation.  When  the
King of Denmark in June 1468 captured  a  small  English fleet, the government
in London accused the Hanse of  having taken-part and seized Hanseatic
goods 'and persons, knowing that  they could  not  obtain  redress from the
Danes, who did not trade with  England. This  action was  - generally
disapproved of, in England itself and by almost_ all the powers of northern
Europe. .The letters of protest from  David  of  Burgundy and Utrecht are only
a few among many:  from the  Pope, the Emperor, the Duke of Burgundy, the
towns of Flanders and several other princes of the Low Countries and western
Germany. Nonetheless the King’s council kept to its decision, owing, as the
Hanse  itself said, to the influence of a few men:  Warwick  himself, his brothers
and some other  ship-owning members, who had  suffered  from the Danish
piracy. 1470 saw Anglo-Hanseatic trade at a  standstill  and there was open war
at sea. . .  .

Internally England was disturbed by the growing estrangement between
the  King and the Earl of  Warwick, but the rest of  that  story is  well  known and
need not be told here; in the end the balance was  upset  by Louis of France
giving effective  aid to Warwick’ and Edward, deserted  even  by the new troops
he was  expecting, decided  that  his only safety lay in  flight.- With  some loyal
friends: his brother of Gloucester, the Lords Scales, Hastings and Say and  a
number of other men (accounts vary from 300 to 5000) he  came  ‘on  Sunday 30
September  . .  . by night  to  Lynn  .  .  ., tarried there  until  Tuesday and  then
took ship overseas’.‘ . . '

To lessen the risk for the  house  of York, Edward and his brotherwent, I
think, aboard separate ships, Anthony Woodvillé perhaps accompanying
Richard. It is today generally accepted  that  Edwar'd arrived on Texel. In fact
it is only Commines who  says he  came  directly to 'Alkmaar and his vagueness
is understandable: he never dis  lays  any special knowledge of the geography
of  Burgundy’s  northern  lands.  ther sources  mention  the Marsdiep and  Texel
find the accounts of the Treasurer of North  Holland  (1469-71) leave  little

oubt.5 -
That  the English ships were pursued by Hanse  vessels, though  possible,

is  also only known  to Commines, but it may explain the  fact  that  Scales and
Richard of Gloucester entered the  Wielingenf  Huizinga apparently did not
know  that  the  fugitives  had not  left  England before the  2  October  and he
leaves them  on  Texel  for some four days.’ In reality things  must  have
happened rather more  quickly: sailing on the second  they would  have  reached
Texel  on the third” and  their coming was reported in the Hague on the  fifth
(the messenger presumably came by ship across the Zijpe and the rest  of.the
way on horseback”), for on  that  day, at the command of  Louis  de Bruges,
Lord of Gruuthuuse  etc., Governor of  Holland, his Treasurer of North
Holland, Jan van Assendelft  left  the Hague for  Texel  to go and help the  King
of England and accompany him.” _

On the  eighth  a messenger was dispatched to the Duke of Burgundy at
Hesdin" and, on the same day perhaps, Jan van Assendelft and  King Edward
had come  south  and Gruuthuuse  gone  north to meet at Alkmaar, where the
fugitives  were at last welcomed with  some  ceremony.l2 There ,_ is no
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contemporary record to be found at Alkmaar.  They may have arrived there
all the way from  Texel  by ship (across the Zijpe again?) for one  not-
contemporary chronicle maintains with great certainty that  King Edward with
his people and ships anchored close to the  town  on the Berger Meet." This
lake was probably not  navigable  for sea-going ships, but it  must have  been for
smaller  ones, as it was used to reach the monastery at Egmond."

Leaving Alkmaar, the English, newly clothed  and comforted, are
supposed to have stayed the  night  at the Augustinian  house  ‘de  Blinken’ at
Heiloo,ls also  called ‘St. Willebrordsconvent’, where the English saints
Willebrord and Adelbert were venerated and  which  was  well  known to the
ducal  family.  The  next  day" they visited the relics of the Northumbrian _St.
Adelbert at the Benedictine abbey of Egmond.” From Egmond to Noordwijk
their route is pure guesswork, but  they may well have  spent  the  next  night
near Heemstede at  a  castle or another monastery and travelled  along an old
road on the  high  ground  just  behind the dunes. At Haarlem there is no record
that  Edward passed  through.  There is more certainty about the noble
company’s travelling by way of Noordwijk, because  it is on record at Leyden
that the  city sent  a  messenger  there  on the 11 of October:‘ . .  .  to await my
lord the governor and to hear from him at  what  time the  king of England
would be at  Leyden’.  Clearly the journey was generally known  and well
planned.

Accounts at Leyden  tell  us  that:
‘Item upten xien dach  in  octabri quam  tot  Leyden  die  coninc  van  Engelant  mit
myn  heere  die  stedehouder, hem  gescheynct iiii  stoop ypocras  die  stoop xviii
pl[akken] Item  iii  pont tragie tpont  xii  groot  twie  stede  cannen byaens  die  stoop vi
grjgoglfnde  iiii stede can‘nen rijnssch  wijn  die  stoop vi  groot  facit viii  lb.
Vllls.

‘Item on the  eleventh  day of October  came  to  Leyden  the  King of  England with
my lord the  governor; he was served  four jugs  of  hypocras  at  xviii plakken  a  jug
and three  pounds  of  sweetmeats  [?] at xii groot a  pound  and two  jugs  of  wine
from Beaune [?] at vi  groot a  jug and  four jugs  of  Rhenish wine  at vi groot  a  jug,
makes . . .  viii  pounds  viii shillings.’

The Hague was reached on the same day, 11 October.
The day before a messenger had been sent  with  ‘closed  letters’ from both

Edward and Gruuthuuse to  Duke  Charles at Hesdin.” Many more letters
were to pass between  them  in the  next  two and  a  half months.

Meanwhile Richard and  Anthony Woodville  must  have had similar
experiences in Scaland; they, too, were welcomed and served wine, at
Mlddelburg, and Richard borrowed money from the  bailiff  of  Veere” to
travel into Holland, certainly by ship, perhaps by way of Dordrecht and
reaching the Hague probably no later  than  the  King.

dIn the notes of Dupont's edition of  Waurin’s  chronicle  a  document is
cite  2'2

'Le  samedy, xiiie jour d'octobre, sont  venus  d Hesdin  devers  monseigneur deux
gentilz  hommes  du ray d'Angleterre,  qui ont  affermé pour  vray que le roy estoit  a‘
la  Haye, avec  luy monsieur d’Escales, frere  de la  royne,  monsieur d’Astingues,
son  premier chambellan, qui  a espousé l’une  des  soeurs  du  conte  de  Verwich, et
plmiieyrs  atftres  grans seigneurs, le  tout  au  nombre  de  deux mille hommes
ang ms . . .
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‘On Saturday, the  thirteenth  day of October, came  to  Hesdin  to my lord [the
duke] two  gentlemen  from the  King of England, who  confirmed  as  true  that  the
king was at the Hague, with  lord  Scales, brother  to the queen, lord  Hastings, his
first Chamberlain, who is  married  to one of the  sisters  of the  Earl  of Warwick,
and several  other  great  lords, to the  number  of two  thousand  Englishmen  . . .’.

It goes on to  tell  of Edward’s adventures in  England  leading to his flight.
As this document is  right  in many details, it may well be  right  here.  These
gentlemen  must  either  have  travelled very fast  or  they may have been
members of Richard’s party, dispatched as  soon  as  they knew  about Edward’s
and Gruuthuuse’s  plans  for the  near  future.

The  English  remained in the Hague  until  Christmas. Where  they lodged'
is not known. One  would  expect  it to  have  been at the  Binnenhof, where the
Governor of Holland had an official apartment  overlooking the forecourt.
There was  a  room in  a  south-east  wing almost behind the  Knights’ Hall, called
the  Dolfijn’s  kamer  after the Dauphin (later Louis XI) of France who is  said
to  have lived  there for  a  time when he had fled the French court.22 Perhaps
this  wing was normally used  for  filoble  guests.

All sources, ancient and modern, agree  that  Gruuthuuse was an
exemplary host; he and  King Edward  knew  each  other: Gruuthuuse had been
an ambassador to  England  several  times, once to discuss the terms of the
marriage treaty between  Duke Charles and Margaret of York.

For the sustenance of the exiles Charles contributed 500 écus  a  month23
and reports of the financial  situation  were sent to him regularly.24 On the 18 of
October  a  messenger was sent round to command several  nobles  in the north
of  Holland  to  contribute  to the  King’s  table:  the Lords of Egmond and
Brederode, the Lady of Noordeloos and Jan van Heemstede were to  supply
respectively six, eight, six and two braces of rabbits  a  week  from their part of
the dunes.25 No other similar arrangements are on record.26

However  adequate  Gruuthuuse’s hospitality, it is possible that to  others
the royal  exile  was less welcome. Commines says  —  though  he may be
exaggerating” —  that  Duke Charles was alarmed when he was informed of
Edward’s arrival and would rather he had  been dead, as he was at first
rumoured to be. He (Charles) was afraid of Warwick, who was now master in
England and ruled  both  King and  kingdom, and  even  more of Warwick’s
friendship with  Louis of France. Secondly he had  always  been more inclined
to the Lancastrian side and  wanted  the peace  with  England to  continue,
whoever was  king. While  Charles pondered his problems, Edward, like  his
brothers before  him, was kept at a distance and  they communicated by letter
and messenger.“

Other interested parties that were dperhaps startled by Edward’s  sudden
appearance, were the  towns  of Hollan and  Sealand: some  six years before
when  both  Philip the  Good’s  crusading zeal  and his uarrels  with  his son were
at their  height, he had made an arrangement where  y  these provinces  would
be  ruled  during his absence by Edward of England.” Though  these plans in
connection  with a  Burgundian crusade  must  have  become a  thing of the past
by 1470, Edward’s  actual  presence may have  made the towns of Holland and
Sealand uneasy. It seems  that  these  lands in all  these  years constituted  a
useful appendage, rich enough to be used as an enticement in any treaty,
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truce or marriage scheme, but too far  away to be of real importance yet or tq
make  the idea of their  loss  intolerable. In  fact, even  at  that  very moment,
Louis XI was again promising them  to  someone  else:  this  time to Warwick, as
a  reward for his help against Burgundy. While  this  Anglo-French alliance was
growing more certain, Louis suddenly made the first  move:  he took St.
Quentin and began the war (December 1470). At last Duke Charles, no
doubt pressed by his wife, too, asked  Edward to comef south:  he had  almost
made up his  mind.‘ On  the'18  December the Hanse was informed of the
Duke’s wish  that  it would stop all  trade  with  both  England and‘France,” and
on the 31 December Edward was granted  £20,000  ‘for  his' and his brother
Gloucester’s expenses  .  . . and for  their  departure from my lord the duke's
lands to return to England'.’l ‘

The second of January saw the brothers-in-law’s meeting at Aire, after
Edwai'd, Richard  and  a  few companions had travelled from Holland to
Flanders around Christmas and spent a few days at  Gyuuthuuse’s  castle  at
Oostcamp; near Bruges.” They had further talks on the seventh at St. Po] and
may have  met regularly until  the thirteenth, when Edward went to  stay at
Bruges.

According to Commines  —  but again Commines is the only source for
the  Duke’s  secretiveness  —  Charles  still  did not  give  his help openly and
meanwhile  had to  tackle  '  at the  same; time the  exiled  Lancastrian and
anti-Warwick Dukes of Some'rset and Exeter who  lived  in  exile  at his court
and who no doubt  trie‘d  to'plill him in another direction.

Outwardly the  visit  was  cordial:  Jean de Haynin in his  Mémoires‘says
they feasted  each  other and other chroniclers take it for granted  that
brothers-in-law  help one another if]  such  a situation. Jean  Mielot, poetand
scholar at the  Burgundian  court saw  occasion  to write  a  couple of  Latin
poems, on comparing Charles to Jason, helping the  giant Anticles  back to his
island where monsters are eating his sheep; the  other  a  fierce prophetic  attack
on Warwick, paraphrasing Vergil  and Horace and  telling him how his  body
will  lie naked on an  unknown  beach.” Richard of Gloucester found time to go
and see his sister, the Duchess of Burgundy, at  Lille  (12 February), ,when  her
husband  had  already started out on his  campaign  against France.

-  By that time  everyone’s  position  had  become  clear: Warwick had
commenced hostilities at  Calais  and was writing to Louis that he would come
over  himself  as  soon  as  possible  to serve him  against  ‘ce  mauldit
Bourgoignon’;" Charles was  thus  forced to help Edward for his own  safety.
He gave (more?) money —  50.000  St.  Andrew’s  florins  according to
Commines —  allowed  him three or four ships from Scaland and asked the
Hanse to lend the  King seven (or fourteen, 9r eighteen) of  theirs.

At Bruges  ‘King Edward, Gloucester, Scales  and Hastings, living at
Gruuthuuse’s house,’5 were  very busy.  They promised great privileges to the
Hanse in return for their  help; they hired mercenaries from Holland, Sealand,
Flanders (handgunners), Picardy and other  ‘nations’; letters  and messengers
passed  between  the exiles and  England, to Clarence himself, whose  loyalty to
warwick was wavering, to the Earl of  Northumberland’“ and other potential
supporters; Duke Francis of  Brittany and the Earl of Ormond in Ireland were
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written  to; several  towns  in the Low Countries entered the network of
promises and  obligations:  ddelburg in Sealand at first did not  want  the
King to  visit them  —  they lived  in  daily fear of an  attack  by Warwick  —— and
only at the  eleventh  hour  they tried to  send  Edward wine  . .  .  when he had
sailed for England.” Bruges and the other  towns  of Flanders were quicker: on
a  Sunday they sent an embassy to  visit  and  honour  the  King of England, with
the expressed purpose of  making him remember the land of Flanders
favourably when  he  would  have  returned to his  country and his  crown.” Both
Middelburg in Flanders and  Veere  obtained privileges from Edward, mainly I
think, through  the efforts of their lords. The first was Pieter  Bladelin’s
foundation  and on his request Edward not  only granted  privileges to
Middelburg, Flanders, but  also  to the metalworkers of Dinant, who had fled
their  city .,when it was destroyed.” Veere had Wolfert van Borsele as
spokesman,” who had  very eminent  connections:  he was married to Mary,
daughter of James  I  of  Scotland, sister to Louis  XI’s  first wife," and his own
sister Margaret was  wife  to Gruuthuuse:

Other  help was  coming — not  spontaneously, unless they wanted to get
rid of the English  King —  from  five towns  in  Holland, Leyden  among them.
They agreed on 24 February to lend ‘to my gracious lady of Burgundy and the
king Edward of England, her brother’ 6000  florins  each, ‘if my gracious lord

. (Charles) would  approve’. (I‘ he money was to be paid  back  in  1472  and 1473.“
More  money was probably given  by individuals like  Claes  Woutersz. of
Amsterdam?J Florense Harmaleyn of Leyden,“ perhaps by Thomas
Portinarifs and  other, English, merchants in Bruges. The chivalrous
Gruuthuuse offered to come  himself  and follow Edward in everything he
would undertake.“ ’

Finally, when  the  King was about to  leave  Bruges for Sealand and his
fleet, he was willing to walk as far as Damme to please the people who wanted
to see him for the last  time, instead of  going aboard one of the beflagged ships
lying in readiness.“ His charm  evidently had its  effect  on  those  who came  into
close contact  with  him. ’

Huizinga  is of the  opinion  that  the  English  were not sufficiently grateful.
However, those  who  really had  assisted Edward were rewarded: Middelburg
in Flanders and  Veere  got their commercial privileges; whatever he
contributed, Florense Harmaleyn of Leyden  came  off  very well; the Hanse
were amply recompensed by the eventual restoration of their  unique  position
among the  foreign  merchants in_ England: Bruges was sent a  copy of the
official  success-story of Edward’s return” and  a  special  letter  of  thanks,
mentioning the ‘good cheer and great courtesy, the affection and 'consolation’
that  the  King had received when he liyed  there;‘° Gruuthuuse, who had done
more than  anyone, was  granted  the English earldom of Winchester, an
annuity of  £200  and  a  new coat of arms, ‘on the request of the whole
commons  of our  kingdom  of  England.”°

The  ships that  had been collected lay at Arnemuiden, the harbour of
Middelburg.  On  2  March  Edward went aboard the  Antonie, its master being
Merk  Simonsz.  (or  Simon  Me'rkesz.5') of Veere, its lodesman Robert
Michelson of Hullsz (two representatives of  a certainly mixed  company).
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Other captains were John Lyster  and  Stephen Driver, Englishmen, who had
come  over with  their ships  to  join  the  fleet.”

After nine  days  of  contrary winds  they sailed home, where Edward,
mostly through  his own efforts and  with  a  large  amount of luck, made himself
again  ‘gheweldich coninc  van  Engelant’ . .  .
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